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Road to Rio 

Summer Term 

2016 

History- 

*The Ancient Olympics.* When and why 

the Olympic games began and how they 

have developed over time. *Identify the 

Gods and myths associated with the 

Olympics. *The sporting events and 

winners. *The end of the Games – AD393. 

*The Modern Olympic Games: The 

founder of the Modern Olympics, Baron 

de Coubertin in 1896. *Olympic ‘ideals’, 

flag, motto, symbol, flame.*The winter 

Olympics Paralympics games.* Famous 

Olympians. 

R.E 

*Olympic values- Respect, excellence, friendship, courage, 

determination, inspiration and equality.  

Our values and the Olympic values linked; 

Reverence- respecting others 

Endurance- working hard 

Service- representing your country 

Humility- winning in a respectful way  

Koinonia- working together as a team  

Trust- trusting in team mates 

Hope- trying your best  

Thankfulness- appreciating the opportunity 

  
Art/D&T 

*Designing logos - Exploring Past Olympic logos - Identifying symbols 

used in logos and why - Using drawing skills and equipment to design a 

new logo. *Designing and making Olympic medals - Creating Olympic 

medals either from clay or from paper plates based on a design. 

*Using salt dough to create models of athletes - Looking at the 

shapes of athletes’ bodies as a starting point - Creating a figurine of 

an athlete using salt dough. 

Music- 

*Listening to samba music and the 

percussion in it. *Create our own percussion 

piece of music. *Opening ceremony to 

London Olympics. *National anthems. 

*Singing songs from around the world.  

English-  

 

*Becoming journalists- writing reports about 

different sports and events.*Interviewing 

athletes- designing questions (open and closed) 

*Creating our very own Monster Health Guide. 

*Writing a diary after attending a Greek banquet. 

*Write rules for their very own sport. *Creating 

own argument as to why a chosen sport should be 

in the Olympics. * Create personal profiles, 

recognising achievements and setting goals for the 

future. *Read food poems and create our own. 

*Keeping a food diary. *Keeping an exercise diary. 

*A guide the Rio Olympics. *Labelling activities- 

skeleton and body parts. *A guide on how to look 

after your heart. 

Geography 

*Where is Greece? Ancient Olympics. *Looking at Rio De 

Janeiro, where is it?Tthe culture of Brazil, carnivals and 

samba music. *Sketching the 2012 London Olympic site map. 

*Designing Rio De Janeiro site map. *Where have the 

Olympics taken place? - Identifying the host cities and 

countries of the Olympics - Identifying continents - 

Locating host countries on a world map. * What are the flags 

of the host countries like? - Exploring what flags are and 

why they are important - Identifying national flags of 

Olympic host countries. 

PHSE- 

*Olympic rings- Values, morals and unity across the 

world. *Share and express their opinions about the 

Olympics and Paralympics, including the different sports, 

athletes, competing for a country. *To understand other 

peoples’ experiences. *What would it have been like to 

have competed in the first ever Olympic Games? 

*Investigate the rules around competing in the Olympics 

and Paralympics and understand why these, over time 

have been enforced.  


